Ridgebury ASE Fall 2018
Session Starts 10/1 and ends 12/14; Classes meet 3:30-4:30 PM
www.ridgeburyase.com
Registration Opens 9/4 at 10am
Class

Instructor

Day

Grades

Price

Monday

2-5

CrossFit Danbury

Lou Villani/CrossFit Danbury

$ 135

Monday

K-5

Musical Theatre Medley

Ms. Daleo/Spotlight Arts

$ 145

Tuesday

K-5

Karate

Sensei Fagan

$ 165

Tuesday

K-3

Painting Play and Clay Fun

Andrea Filgueira/Art on Fire

$ 185

Wednesday

K-2

Sports Spectacular

Your After School

Wednesday

3-5

Genius Hour

Ms. Stunkel

$ 165
$ 175

Thursday

3-5

Breakdancing

Mr. Consavage

Thursday

K-3

Engineering 101

Ms. Gordon

$ 135
$ 160

Breakdancing

Learn basic breakdance moves and proper technique and learn how to let go, have
fun, enjoy self-expression and be more disciplined - all at the same time. Basic
gymnastic movements are part of the fun in keeping bodies healthy and active.

Start a lifelong love of working out with CrossFit Kids. Classes pair fun with fitness
focusing on endurance, flexibility, balance and coordination. Workouts are tailored
CrossFit Danbury
specifically to the needs of each student and are appropriate for all ages and fitness
levels.
Let your imagination soar while you bring basic engineering principles to life with
Engineering 101
Legos, construction/ building toys and recycled materials and create new means of
transportation, cities, landmarks, and more.
Inspired by Google's Genius Hour, students in this class are challenged to
explore or work on a project, that they want to learn more about. The class format
is open ended allowing students to work at their own pace, explore their passions
Genius Hour
and let creativity reign. Throughour each class, the instructor assists students to
ensure they are on task, feeling inspired, and empowered to explore their dreams
and share thier idea with the world.
Learn a series of punches, kicks and blocks in a fun and controlled environment.
With traditional martial arts training, build character, learn to understand and use
Karate
martial arts for self discipline, self control and respect for others. No contact or
fighting is involved.
Before you hit Broadway, learn basic theatre skills, memorization, characterization,
technique and confidence, as they relate to the musical theatre genre. Learn script
Musical Theatre
and score, memorize and perform selected songs, dances, and scenes from music
Medley
theatre history. The final class is a performance built of songs from multiple genres
and time periods and original scenes written to highlight each students’
personalities and abilities.
Have fun with the artwork you create! We will explore different types of paint, ways
Painting Play and Clay to apply it (fingers included!), and different surfaces to apply it to. With clay,
Fun
students will be able to make various creations out of different types of clay
including model magic, stoneware, polymer, and more!
Play different sports, learn fundamentals and strategies, and have fun! Focus on
teamwork, cooperation, tolerance, sportsmanship, and fair play. Each session
Sports Spectacular
comprises of a relay race, and two games including: kickball, mattball, sharks and
minnows, steal the bacon, soccer, dodgeball, football, basketball and floor hockey.

